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1 On holiday in London

Kevin is writing an e-mail to his friend Tim. Fill in the gaps with words from the box. Be careful, there are more 
words than you need. Use the correct form of the words.

children • royal • teenager • purse • car • pickpocket • notice • friend • colourful •  
hotel • neighbour • market • boss • famous • imagine • chef

Hello Tim,

In the holidays I went to London with my parents. My mum hoped to see the  family 

because she thinks that Prince Harry would be a perfect boyfriend for my older sister. Well, we didn’t see them, but 

my mum saw the personal  of the Queen. She says that he cooks all the meals for her. Of 

course we went to Madame Tussaud’s. You can  that there was a big queue in front of it 

and we had to wait a long time. There was a group of  behind us, who were maybe 16 or 

17 years old. Suddenly one of the girls  that her  wasn’t in her 

rucksack. A  had stolen it. The girl was very sad. 

Later that day we went to a  where my mum bought some very 

 clothes: a red dress and a blue and yellow hat. I think she’s a little bit crazy. In the 

evening we went back to our . It was OK. 

Well, now I am back home and I hope to hear from you soon.

Yours, Kevin

2 Use words from the same word family

Use words from the same word family and complete Tim’s e-mail.

Dear Kevin, 

Thanks for your e-mail. My holidays were exciting, too. I went to a museum, where you could see a film about a 

famous man. He  (a killer) many people. It was very scary. There were also some old 

 (to paint) and clever inventions by famous  (science). There 

were pictures of the people who  (designer) the first mobile phones. My father listened to 

a story about an old woman. She  (a robber) many people years ago. He thought it was 

very interesting.

Well, I’ll write more soon.

Yours, Tim
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Lösungen

1 

royal, chef, imagine, teenagers, noticed, purse, 
pickpocket, market, colourful, hotel

2 

killed, paintings, scientists, designed, robbed


